This paper describes a system that uses speech recognition and clustered text news stories to automatically find story boundaries in an audio news broadcast and provides a semantic representation that can match audio news stories of similar content. This system creates a personal, synthetic newscast by extracting stories, based on user interests, from multiple hourly newscasts and then reassembling them into a single recording at the end of the day. Interaction is via graphical and telephone-based interfaces, with newscasts delivered over a local area network or to wireless audio pagers. U se of personalized on-line news services is increasing, and, of course, numerous search engines are available on the Web. But such services face limitations in being centered on text news sources and employing screen-based user interfaces. Although these limitations are quite acceptable when working with a traditional computer, they prevent access in a variety of situations, such as while out of the office or driving. At a deeper level, we anticipate that a significant portion of the population is never going to want to read news on a computer screen. Synthetic News Radio (SNR) provides a different way of accessing and personalizing the news. It deals with radio newscasts and supports several audio-only user interfaces, in addition to a graphical user interface (GUI). The SNR user does not make queries, but rather, while listening to the news, can navigate between stories and ask to have particular stories tracked or ignored. Later in the day, SNR generates synthetic newscasts, updated hourly, reflecting the interests previously expressed by the user. As any synthetic newscast may contain new material, the user can similarly navigate and express preferences while listening to it.
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SNR is somewhat different from previous attempts to browse audio news recordings [1] [2] [3] in that the listener need not use text to express interest or disinterest in story lines; he or she simply listens to the audio and reacts while hearing any story. Rather than searching archives of past news, we wish to generate filters to allow listeners to sift through ongoing stories. Although SNR utilizes an underlying textual representation and employs text-based information retrieval techniques, this mechanism is hidden from the user. SNR uses commercially available speech recognition that has been designed for automatic speech-to-text dictation. Providing a transcript of a newscast, with an unknown speaker or several speakers, is not what these recognizers have been developed for; however, there are a number of similar and inexpensive such products on the market. As discussed in this paper, dictation recognizers do not perform particularly well at information retrieval tasks, and more appropriate speech recognition techniques are under development in research laboratories. It was our intent in this project to demonstrate that with other sources Copyright 2000 by International Business Machines Corporation. Copying in printed form for private use is permitted without payment of royalty provided that (1) each reproduction is done without alteration and (2) the Journal reference and IBM copyright notice are included on the first page. The title and abstract, but no other portions, of this paper may be copied or distributed royalty free without further permission by computer-based and other information-service systems. Permission to republish any other portion of this paper must be obtained from the Editor. of knowledge, even poor transcription could satisfy queries, and, more important, to provide a realistic application for which we could explore appropriate user interfaces. Other researchers have also shown success in using additional sources of information, such as speaker identification, along with a transcript. 4 
System architecture
Output from one of the commercial speech recognizers is not enough to automatically determine story boundaries. We approach this problem by building a semantic representation of news stories from a corpus of current news received on a separate text feed. These stories are related to what is heard on the hourly news, but neither represents a concise summary nor provides a one-to-one mapping to the newscast in any particular hour. Analysis of this text feed does lead to an underlying semantic representation, updated hourly, of today's top stories; this representation is used in concert with speech recognition and phrase boundary determination techniques to segment and classify the audio news recordings (see Figure 1) . Additionally, the text associated with each story provides a semantic database against which stories from one newscast can be compared with those from another in building the synthetic newscast tracking a particular user's preferences.
SNR relies on two sources of information, both delivered by satellite feeds from the ABC Radio Network system. The first is hourly five-minute newscasts; all the audio heard through SNR is contained in these newscasts. The second is a text and audio "sound bite" product delivered to ABC affiliate stations, called Newscalls. SNR uses the text portion of Newscalls for its semantic database.
The user hears newscasts by means of either a telephone-based or GUI browsing application, making choices by mouse or Touch-Tone** keys. Both interfaces also provide access to the synthetic newscast. Additionally, audio updates on stories of special interest may be played as they are received either at the user's desktop computer or via a portable voice pager device.
In this paper, we first discuss the segmentation and classification of the audio newscast, using phrase detection and speech recognition techniques. We then describe text-based techniques for clustering the sto- ries of the day; clustering underlies both the segmentation of the audio newscast as well as tracking stories across newscasts. We then discuss the synthetic audio newscast and, subsequently, the user interfaces that interact with it and user evaluations of the interfaces.
The reader should note that although we describe a method for improving speech recognition by integrating additional knowledge, our primary goal was to explore new user interface paradigms. The performance of the system would certainly improve by taking a more disciplined information-retrieval approach to its design. The algorithms we developed are tuned to the specific data set we used for interface evaluations, and we cannot comment on how generalizable they may be.
Intonational phrase classifier
SNR uses a multistage approach to automatically identify story boundaries in audio news broadcasts. The first part, an intonational phrase classifier, identifies possible story boundaries by breaking the news broadcast into a series of utterances. An intonational phrase expresses at most a single thought or idea. A story consists of multiple phrases; the story boundaries coincide with the boundaries of its first and last phrase. Phrase classifiers attempt to identify transitions from one basic unit of speech to the next. Indicators may include changes in fundamental frequency (perceived as pitch), changes in duration (perceived as the shortening or lengthening of syllables or words), changes in intensity (perceived as loudness), alterations of vocalization with silence (perceived as pausing), changes in voice quality of various kinds, and sometimes changes of turn. 5 Previous studies have shown good results in the automatic identification of intonational phrases. 6 In addition to their use in identifying story boundaries, intonational phrases as a basic unit of structure present several other benefits in the context of this application. An intonational phrase classifier is a useful front end for an automatic speech recognition (ASR) engine, and will hopefully improve recognition performance by providing salient acoustic and semantic boundaries. Intonational phrases also serve as a basic unit for audio browsing applications. 6 Phrase detection. Simple pause detection was inadequate because it is difficult to accurately combine the short identified phrases into longer segments, due to a minimum phrase length restriction. In addition to pauses, we use localized rising or falling intonation based on rules identified by Pierrehumbert and Hirschberg. 7 We attempted to create a classifier based on features successfully used in such systems in the past. 6 Analysis is performed using Entropics Waves software to derive F0 (fundamental frequency) and PVOICE (probability of voicing, for pauses). Two additional derived features are window averages-F0_WIN_MEAN and PVOICE_WIN_MEAN. The windows are 120 ms long (12 frames) and are right-aligned with the current sample, so that only past information was examined. The final rules for finding phrase boundaries follow:
• Flag a localized frequency jump if (F0 Ͼ 1.8 ‫ء‬ We arrived at the particular parameters chosen here, and elsewhere in this paper, by optimizing performance for the particular data sets used in this project. Later the system imposes one additional constraint: the classifier must produce phrases longer than four seconds. Since phrases will be transcribed by ASR and then classified semantically, shorter phrases do not have sufficient information for reliable classification. Phrases with the shortest pausedefined boundaries are combined first, followed by those with the shortest pauses between pitch-defined boundaries.
The ABC news broadcasts occur once an hour, last for five minutes, and are surrounded by silence. We defined several fixed-phrase boundaries within each broadcast. To find the beginning of each news segment, a simple algorithm averages the samples of a period of known silence to find the ambient noise level, then searches for a 20 percent deviation from that level to signify the start of the broadcast. Two commercial segments occur at relatively constant offsets and lengths from the start of the news. The system automatically removes these segments from the file and declares phrase boundaries at their endpoints.
The actual boundaries were hand-labeled and are accurate to about 100 ms. We did not include the 2:00 PM broadcast or the first segment (120 seconds, up until the first commercial break) of the 3:00 PM to 6:00 PM broadcasts because each consisted only of a single story. These stories were unusually long because they covered the start of the NATO air offensive against Yugoslavia. The total data set includes 26 minutes of news and 49 actual internal story boundaries representing 65 stories. The remaining boundaries coincided with the starts and ends of commercials and the broadcasts themselves. Figure  2 summarizes the results, and Figure 3 shows a histogram of phrase lengths. The bins are one second each beginning with the value below each bin.
For every actual internal story boundary the system found 3.8 phrase boundaries. The average (true) story length was 24 seconds, and the average identified phrase length was 8.3 seconds. The average error for missed boundaries, 3.05 seconds, is the average amount of time between an actual story boundary that was missed by the system and the closest phrase boundary automatically identified by the system. An analysis of the missed story boundaries shows that some did not have noticeable phrase breaks as the announcer maintained speech momentum through the end of one story into the beginning of the next. More often, however, phrase breaks were initially identified but later lost due to the combination of phrases to meet the minimum phrase length. This is shown by the fact that the average error for missed boundaries, 3.05 seconds, is less than the minimum phrase length of four seconds. Overall, the minimum phrase length restriction was not very detrimental because the content of a story as a whole can still be understood without the first or last few seconds of the story.
Text story group knowledge
The phrase classifier provides many possible story boundaries. In order to better discriminate among these possibilities, and eventually match stories from one broadcast to another, the system needs to derive semantic information from the news audio. Synthetic News Radio uses automatic speech recognition to obtain this semantic information, and we will describe how an additional source of contextual knowledge is ultimately needed to help combine intonational phrases into full stories and to match stories to one another.
This section describes the use of text news stories, the Newscalls mentioned earlier, to provide a basis of knowledge about the most prominent news stories over a short period of time-up to one day. An ABC satellite news feed provides Newscalls to affiliate radio stations to allow them to assemble their own newscasts with local announcers. A Newscall consists of an audio portion, typically a sound bite from a prominent person in the news or a local reporter, and a text portion, which gives a brief contextual description for the sound bite along with a transcription of the audio quote, if applicable. The system discards the audio portions but uses the text segments to define the important news stories specific to the present time. In the future, when we refer to a Newscall, we are referring only to the text portion. An algorithm clusters these Newscalls, based on their semantic similarity, into larger groups, each representing a single major news story. The system will later use these clusters to help group intonational phrase transcripts into stories as well as match stories across multiple broadcasts. SNR uses Latent Semantic Indexing to cluster related Newscall files into stories.
Latent Semantic Indexing. Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI), 8 or Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA), is a variant of earlier information retrieval techniques such as SMART. 9 It differs from those methods in that it also extracts information about the natural co-occurrences of words. It does not use any information about transition probabilities from word to word, but instead uses a singular value decomposition (SVD) to deduce relationships between words that appear in large natural passages. Documents are represented with the same term vectors and weighted in similar ways; however, LSI (detailed below) uses an entire collection of domain representational texts to form a large term-document matrix, which will be used to transform the term vector representation for each query document.
Stemming and removal steps. When analyzing Newscalls to create an index, the first step of the process stems words to remove morphological variations. Plural endings, adverb endings, verb forms, etc., do not significantly alter the meaning of a word and are removed so that all forms of a word are seen as identical to the system. We use a C implementation by Frakes and Cox of the Porter stemming algorithm. 10 The next step of the process removes words that appear on a list of 578 common words. These words appear often and do not carry a significant amount of semantic meaning. Some examples include: also, after, and, did, do, and each. We used the list of common words implemented in the SMART system, along with some additions specific to Newscalls, such as ABC and verbatim.
Creating the index. A program automatically generates a new Latent Semantic Index once an hour throughout the day. It uses all the Newscalls received so far for the current day. After words have been stemmed and the common ones removed, the system converts each text Newscall to a term vector, and combines them into a weighted term-document matrix according to the standard LSI technique, 8 using the log-entropy weighting scheme 11 for local and global weights, respectively. This entropy scheme gives less weight to terms that occur frequently or are equally distributed across a large number of documents and gives more weight to terms that can better discriminate between documents. The system then performs an SVD on the term-document matrix and keeps the vectors associated with the 20 largest singular values as the index. The index represents the semantic relationships found in the set of documents.
To compare two passages of text, each one is represented as a term vector and weighted as before, then transformed to a 1 ϫ 20 reduced vector through multiplication with the index. The cosine (or dot product) of the two vectors, scaled to unit length, becomes a measure of their semantic similarity, with higher values meaning more similarity.
Text story clustering. Every hour, immediately after the system creates an index, it executes an algorithm to cluster the Newscalls into larger groups representing prevalent topics in the news. A few major stories will have a large number of Newscalls representing them, whereas others will have just a few. An examination of the Newscalls showed a very high degree of similarity between Newscalls about the same stories. Many would have topic descriptions that were almost verbatim duplicates. This similarity led to a two-stage approach consisting of (1) word matching to create initial Newscall clusters, and (2) using LSI to match the remaining unassigned passages. The algorithm uses the following technique:
• Group together Newscalls that have more than 15 percent identical words between them, counting only stemmed words that appear in the index.
• For each remaining Newscall, determine with which already assigned Newscall the remaining one has the highest LSI correlation, and assign it to the same cluster, as long as the highest cosine similarity value is Ͼ0.7.
• Any Newscalls left at this point will not receive a cluster assignment and will not be used in future stages of processing.
This method precludes the existence of a single-story cluster; however, singleton stories are not likely to appear in the audio news broadcast.
Performance. The evaluation data consist of Newscalls collected for one entire day (November 23, 1998). The Newscalls were grouped by one person according to topic similarity into a total of 36 story clusters. The above algorithm was then used to automatically cluster the Newscalls into a total of 23 clusters. Figure 5 shows the hand-labeled data designated as "human" next to the assignments by algorithm.
Each pair of bars in the figure represents the assignments of the exact same Newscalls, not just the same number of Newscalls. Bars with horizontal lines represent more than one cluster. The figure shows that, in some cases, the algorithm combined several clusters defined by the hand-labeler into a single large cluster. For example, leftmost bars show that the person placed 83 Newscalls into four different clusters and that the algorithm placed 82 of those same 83 Newscalls into a single cluster. The extra Newscall (which represented a single story cluster related to Kenneth Starr) was left unclassified by the algorithm. The remaining three clusters grouped together contained stories about:
• The response of the Clinton administration to Iraq's refusal to allow access to United Nations weapons inspectors • Clinton's visit to Guam for a memorial for Americans killed in World War II • Discussion of the Clinton impeachment inquiry However, the algorithm rarely separated Newscalls grouped together by the labeler into different groups. Separation happened only once with the single Newscall that was left unclassified. These results mean that the system leans toward identifying two unrelated stories as related rather than failing to match two stories that are indeed the same.
Further tests, for matching stories across multiple broadcasts, showed that disproportionately large clusters still tend to produce high correlations with unrelated stories, so the final version of the clustering algorithm limits the number of Newscalls per cluster to 25 and discards the remaining ones. The Newscalls are generally evenly distributed so that if a large cluster actually contains more than one story, eliminating extra Newscalls from it does not eliminate an entire story.
Finding story boundaries
The last sections described the process of identifying intonational phrases and of clustering text Newscalls by creating semantic vector representations for each passage of text. This section discusses the final step in finding story boundaries-using the information provided by the Newscall clusters to properly combine the intonational phrases into full stories. This phase uses automatic speech recognition (ASR) software to transcribe each intonational phrase, providing semantic information about the broadcast. We use the LSI to compare the semantic information in the broadcast to the information in the various story clusters. Vector representations of the phrase transcripts, created using the index, are matched to story clusters to help determine which phrases are likely about the same story.
Automatic speech recognition. Synthetic News Radio uses a commercially available large-vocabulary continuous speech recognition engine. Figure 6 shows a sample transcription from an intonational phrase about the air strikes in Yugoslavia, generated by this product.
The recognizer does not offer much additional information. It does not return any measure of confidence, nor does it give any indication if it fails to recognize anything from certain portions of the audio. New proper nouns in the news, especially names, sometimes contributed significant errors because they could not be recognized correctly. A study of ASR performance on broadcast news agrees with our experience, showing an average of 67 percent words correctly recognized. 3 Using semantic information from the transcripts alone is not enough to accurately find story boundaries, so the system uses additional information in the form of the text story clusters. Although there is currently a strong research effort funded by DARPA (Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency) and NIST (National Institute of Standards and Technology) to improve recognition accuracy for broadcast news, high accuracies are not really needed for this project. The goal is not to obtain an accurate transcript, but simply to extract enough semantic information to create a representation that the system can use to find relevant stories.
Grouping intonational phrases.
Every hour the system generates a new LSI, and the most recent index is used to transform each intonational phrase transcript into a representational vector. The system then determines which Newscall cluster has the highest correlation with each phrase. The hypothesis is that sequential phrases about the same story will have high correlations with the same story cluster. A story boundary then occurs when the phrase correlations switch from one story cluster to another. Figure 7 depicts this process.
The actual results are not as clean as shown in this figure, so the sequencing algorithm described in the next subsection attempts to locate the best matches and smooth out errors.
Sequencing algorithm. The sequencing algorithm generates a vector for each transcript according to the process outlined earlier, using only words that appear in the index. This action helps eliminate recognition errors, because words that do not appear in the index were most likely transcribed incorrectly. In one specific exception it searches for a story match based on keywords. It performs this search for Wall Street stock market updates, because results showed that this story almost always occurs in the broadcast, but generally has very few, if any, Newscalls associated with it.
The algorithm uses both the similarity cosine and also the absolute magnitude of the vector (measured before it is scaled to unit length for the cosine determination). Vectors with low magnitudes generally do not have enough semantic information to make accurate matches. For each intonational phrase, the system finds the story cluster that has the highest correlation (cosine), and then follows a series of steps to smooth out inconsistencies in the cluster assignments. For example, if phrases four and six correlate highly with cluster six, and phrase five has a poor correlation with cluster nine, or perhaps a low magnitude, then the algorithm will combine phrases four, five, and six into a single story.
Performance. Evaluation for this phase uses the same audio data and the corresponding Newscall clusters, described earlier. The segments omitted before are omitted again here. The data consist of 26 minutes of news, which includes 67 actual stories (identified by hand-labeling) and 188 phrases identified by the phrase classifier. Figure 8 summarizes the results.
We evaluated performance only on internal story boundaries, which do not include fixed boundaries defined by the beginning and end of the broadcast, and the commercial breaks. Perceived performance is therefore somewhat better than that shown here because the fixed boundaries are always accurate. The average error for missed boundaries is about one second higher than the same error for the intonational phrase classifier. This difference shows that the algorithm occasionally groups together transcripts across a real story boundary, but the large ratio of found boundaries to actual boundaries (1.5:1) shows that it was more likely to break a real story into multiple segments. An analysis of errors in grouping transcripts across a real boundary shows that the boundary was often missed by a single intonational phrase, and that this phrase contained very little story-related semantic information, such as a speaker and location identification message. Errors in breaking stories into smaller segments occurred either because of a lack of information in the ASR transcription (sometimes due to extended periods of live, natural speech, such as a witness account) or because of poor correlation with the appropriate Newscall cluster.
Synthetic newscasts
A synthetic news broadcast is a custom compilation of stories drawn from recent news broadcasts. The selections made by the user (described in the following section) affect which stories the system selects for the synthetic broadcast, as well as the presentation order of those stories. A user may listen to one or more early broadcasts in the morning, giving the system feedback about topic preferences, and then receive a full synthetic newscast near the end of the day, tailored to the preferences defined that morning or even to preferences defined in previous days. A synthetic newscast is derived from the user query file (which indicates what stories to follow or ignore) and a sequence of actual newscasts during the day.
Matching stories across multiple broadcasts. Matching a story from one broadcast to that of another broadcast works in much the same way as the sequencing algorithm. The transcripts of the selected stories are saved in the user query file.
Every time the system tries to make a match, it creates a new semantic vector representation for the story using the most recently generated index. Next, it calculates cosine similarities for each defined story in a segmented broadcast. It matches the query to the story with the highest correlation, as long as that value is above a threshold of 0.7. One exception to this method occurs again with the stock market updates for which the system matches keywords, because they are too short.
A current limitation to this technique is its inability to detect subtle topic differences. It can determine whether two stories generally convey information about the same topic, but it cannot determine whether a story has changed or whether one contains any additional information that a previous version did not have.
Construction.
A synthetic newscast places the most interesting stories for the user at the beginning of the newscast, according to their defined priority, and then adds other stories to the end. Figure 9 illustrates the construction of a synthetic newscast.
In this example, the "stock market" story was found in the 5:00 PM broadcast, the "Wyoming murder" story in the one at 4:00 PM, and the "Kosovo" story again in the one at 5:00 PM. The stock market story has a combination boundary error because it includes a Kosovo recap section at the end. The broadcast Kosovo stories also have segmentation errors because a small section at the end was not included with the main story group. This small segmentation error appears next in the synthetic newscast as a result of bad correlation, followed by new stories from the 5:00 PM and then the 4:00 PM broadcasts.
Construction follows this general procedure:
• Starting with the highest priority follow story (the first one listed in the user query file), search for a match for each story. If matches are found in multiple broadcasts, then select the most recent one.
• Search for stories that match entries in the ignore list, and remove each of those from consideration.
• Place the remaining unmatched stories at the end of the synthetic broadcast, also adding the most recent ones first.
• Place the final "This is ABC news" blurb at the end. Typically the system will automatically generate custom newscasts one to three times per day.
Evaluations of the story selection process showed that users were sometimes confused about how to follow or ignore stories with inaccurate boundary definitions. This confusion happened mostly when long stories were split into two or more segments, but also occurred when more than one story was combined into a single segment. For the first case, selecting all story segments about a topic of interest generally produced the best matching results in the synthetic newscast. Matching for the second case was somewhat unpredictable due to the combined information about more than one story.
Listening to the synthetic newscast. The synthetic newscast can be heard using either the graphical or telephone-based interface described later. When using the graphical desktop interface, most people wanted a visual representation of how the system created the newscast. They requested that the application display a few of the most discriminating words used to make the match for the current story, perhaps highlighting the parts of the query transcript that the system deemed most relevant to the matched story. When listening to the newscast over the phone, presentation of this ancillary information was not deemed as important because of the already restricted communicative capabilities of the medium. Segmenting errors that added or removed several seconds of a story near the boundary proved to be annoying to users, even if they understood the main point.
Matching important stories. New ABC radio broadcasts arrive once every hour, and the system searches each of these broadcasts for matches to important ... query stories. It cannot really determine whether the latest version of the story contains new information, or whether it has changed significantly since the last one received, so it always forwards matches from new broadcasts.
User interface design
Although we have described techniques for segmenting and classifying audio newscasts and presented the synthetic newscast, continually updated to reflect a user's interests, we have not yet described the user interfaces whereby the user hears and interacts with the news. This section describes the design criteria for such user interfaces, and the following two sections describe a graphical and a telephone-based user interface.
The user interfaces must allow control over playback of the newscast audio, as well as a means of marking stories for following. Although text may be included as a navigational aid, it is not required for indicating a topic of interest. The interface must support the fact that newscasts are updated hourly.
Because each audio newscast is segmented and classified, the interfaces should support playback at the story level, rather than simple time offset into the audio file. The user should be able to jump ahead to the next story if the current one is uninteresting or jump back to a previous story. In addition, it is desirable to support scan features to allow rapid preview of all the stories.
As the news changes constantly, or at least hourly for this application, it is useful to support a variety of access methods and asynchronous delivery. We desire to support news retrieval both in conventional computer usage situations as well as for users who are mobile, driving, etc.
The underlying text-based semantic representation is to be hidden from the user. All the user needs to do is listen to the news, and optionally express interest in following or killing a story just by taking an action while hearing that story.
Many interface features were introduced, changed, or deleted through user evaluation sessions. These changes are noted along with the discussions on that particular interface element. A total of seven people participated in evaluations at one time or another.
Each user was asked to participate in the process of selecting stories to follow using the graphical interface, and to then listen to and navigate through a synthetic newscast using either the graphical or phone interface. Their experiences were recorded through a verbal question and answer period.
Visual desktop interface
An X-Window System** application, xnews, provides the primary interface for a user sitting at a computer. In a more elaborate version of the system, we anticipate the user will primarily use the visual interface to make initial customization decisions, which future interactions with the system can then build on. Our design focuses on simple but useful interface elements that are easily extensible to other platforms, such as Web pages or mobile devices. Figure  10 shows the main window.
The xnews interface allows browsing of multiple hourly broadcasts as well as the user's most recent synthetic broadcast generated by the system. It also lets the user select stories that it will use for future filtering and broadcast construction decisions.
The audio of the current broadcast is the main focus of the application window, as shown in the SoundViewer widget of Figure 11 . This widget controls playback of the audio and has many built-in features. Via mouse control (clicking and dragging in the widget itself) the user can start and stop playback and jump instantaneously to any point in the audio file. The widget also supports an audio time compression algorithm, allowing playback at higher speeds than normal without changing the pitch, but gradually degrading the comprehensibility of the audio.
Users expressed a desire for a visual representation of the length of each story, so we added widget annotations. Carat marks indicate the positions of the story boundaries within each newscast.
The SoundViewer widget can be quickly moved to the annotated story boundaries by using the Ϯ story buttons. Along with the relative time position in the broadcast shown by the widget, two other indicators describe the current story. First, a field displays the current story index number along with the total number of stories for the current broadcast. Second, a portion of the transcription from the ASR engine for that particular story is displayed, as seen just below the SoundViewer widget in Figure 11 . This text dis-play is similar to the NewsTime project, 1 except that this project used text from closed caption encoding.
Another technique, the intro scan, is similar to the familiar radio function that scans multiple stations. It plays the first five (user-definable) seconds of each story sequentially. Some users thought the intro scan was a useful tool for quickly browsing and selecting stories; others thought it was easier to simply use the navigation buttons to move from story to story, arguing that the intro scan did not offer enough information to accurately determine the topic of every story.
While listening to a broadcast, the user can tell the system to either follow or ignore the current story in the future. This feature adds a description of the story to the appropriate list in the application window, as shown in Figure 11 . A story in the follow list may also have a "V" flag that identifies the story as a particularly important one, and tells the system to attempt immediate delivery of future matching stories.
Stories to be followed in the synthetic newscasts will be presented in the same order in which they appear in the list. Two interface buttons allow the user to increase or decrease the priority of a story once it has been added to the list.
The text descriptions in the lists come from the ASR transcripts. Because the transcripts are error prone and story boundaries inaccurate, the text presented is from the location in the story at which the user selected it while listening. We assume a linear relationship between the number of words and time length of the story. For example, if the user pressed follow halfway through the audio of a story, the application would display text from the middle of the transcript for that story.
Listeners were generally able to use the transcription segments in the list to remember which audio stories they selected during a single session; however, if they reviewed their selections the next day, they had a much more difficult time associating the text segment with news topics. Some wanted the ability to review the entire ASR transcript for a story, whereas others wanted to see only a few keywords that accurately summarized the topic. 
Telephone user interface
A Touch-Tone-driven phone application, built as part of the Phoneshell 12 system, significantly increases the accessibility of the news. It enables access to audio news in environments far from the standard desktop computer, including ones where the user is mobile, such as walking, riding in a car, or traveling. Figure 12 shows a layout of the telephone interface.
It would, of course, be preferable to deliver commands to the system by voice, at least in the imagined scenario of a single subscriber using the system while driving alone. But note that the only representation of the story is the content of the associated cluster itself. One of the hypotheses of Synthetic News Radio was that we could interact directly with the story audio, which would mean a limited recognizer vocabulary such as "next story" and "follow this" rather than sophisticated queries based on keywords (which would likely be difficult to recognize).
Story navigation is similar to the graphical interface, but without visual feedback. The system does not give any explicit audio feedback as the user switches from story to story, because the change in news audio already indicates a successful navigation operation. However, it does notify the user if navigation beyond the first or last story is attempted. Scan mode plays introductory snippets from each story. In a more advanced version of the system, we can imagine supporting hyperlinked audio. The system could play headline summaries of the main stories and allow the user to hear an entire story only if the headline sounds interesting.
Although the phone interface is meant primarily as a browsing tool for customized newscasts, users can also make additional queries. While they listen to the audio, Phoneshell uses the same selection technique as xnews, allowing users to identify stories to follow, ignore, or send as alerts. The interface does not support story priority definition as xnews does.
We have experimented with a variety of auditory feedback cues, and thus allow per user customiza- tion with a configuration file. Feedback to the various selection operations may be text-to-speech or canned or user-specified sounds. Most users liked the short audio cues the best. Interestingly, however, one user thought any sort of audio response whatsoever was enough to interrupt the train of thought, so she opted for no feedback to story selections over the phone.
The interfaces above described ways to indicate interest and disinterest in particular stories heard by the users. The applications save the selections in a user query file, which is unique to each user of the system. Stories selected one day automatically remain in the file in the future until they are explicitly deleted. This retention works well for interest in longer-term stories that may continue for days or even weeks. The system will continue to search for matches to the descriptions it has in the query file.
Mobile device interfaces
We also experimented with several techniques to deliver news to a mobile user in a time-sensitive manner. When an hourly newscast contains a story that a user is following with particular interest, that story can be extracted and delivered asynchronously. We use the UNIX** "finger" utility, which monitors keyboard activity, to determine whether a user is sitting at his or her desk. The updated story can play over the local area network (LAN) through the user's desktop computer either immediately or when an inactive user returns.
Another asynchronous method forwards stories to a voice pager when the user is away. A voice pager is a portable electronic device that receives 60-second voice clips as pages. Figure 13 pictures one such device.
This delivery method will become more appropriate as technologies converge and more functionality is added to a single mobile device.
Finally, we implemented an interface specifically for text financial news, organized around a user's personal portfolio. Relevant financial headlines are automatically sent to the user's pager or messagingenabled cellular phone. The user can then place a call over the phone and hear an entire synthesized story, and also browse through old stories.
Conclusions
We developed a system that automatically searches for story boundaries in radio news broadcasts, and then creates an annotation file useful for browsing and filtering. Automatically generating structure for news audio enabled the creation of new interfaces that support nonlinear navigation, and generating semantic story representations created a mechanism for assembling a synthetic newscast from audio-based queries. The intonational phrase classifier performed reasonably well and correctly identified most of the story boundaries. When it missed a boundary, it still found a natural-sounding break in the speech stream. The Newscall clustering algorithm identified groups of stories similar to those defined by a real person; however, it sometimes spread the topic definition by combining too many topics into a single group. The algorithmic parameters we chose may not generalize well to broader data sets.
User interfaces demonstrated effective use of the annotated story boundaries as a browsing and navigation aid. The audio query selections were successfully applied to future radio broadcasts to create synthetic newscasts; however, users requested more feedback as to exactly how the system matched the selected stories to the audio-based queries. Delivering audio news directly to mobile devices should prove useful as wireless bandwidth increases and mobile devices become audio-enabled. 
